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makeitneutral is a green startup. we help
businesses be more carbon neutral and
forest-positive by giving your consumers the
opportunity to make their order or service
more carbon neutral, while supporting local
reforestation.
we do all the hard work:
plant the trees.
keep you informed about the process and
location of their planting.
make sure the trees grow big and strong.

we plant
1 000 000 000
trees

time to make the first step

make your business
forest- positive and
carbon neutral.

we plant a tree for each order made by your
customer. it is also possible to donate money
for planting forest, to compensate the
carbon dioxide emissions of your business
activity.
be there for your customers. many
customers, who order their goods online or
fly on a trip, want to compensate the carbon
dioxide emissions amount of their flight or
order.
give your customers a chance to change
something - because every tree is important.

makeitneutral promises that all the
trees we plant are certified and can be
used to regenerate the local forest.
planting takes place 1-2 times a year,
depending on the weather. thanks to
good partners, we have the opportunity
to plant up to 25 million trees in 2022.
growing the tree before planting takes
up to 3 years.

in Estonia, our certified seeds origin from
RMK, and the trees are grown and planted
by our various partners.

TREES AND PLANTS ARE BURNED AND
CHOPPED DOWN AT AN AMAZING
SPEED.
chopping down trees removes the
protective layer from the forest, which
blocks the sun's rays during the day and
keeps the heat at night. this leads to
more extreme fluctuations in
temperature. deforestation endanger
most of the planet's biodiversity.

46% of the
world's forests
have already
been destroyed

trees are essential

trees help clean our breathing air,
filter drinking water and provide
habitat for over 80% of the world's
terrestrial biodiversity. thanks to the
trees, more than 1.6 billion people
have a job, they absorb harmful
carbon from the atmosphere and are
the most important ingredients in 25%
of all medicines.

By planting trees, you help to keep your
surroundings green and healthy. the trees
are planted in your home country and as a
result you are one step closer to carbon
neutrality.
to prove our achievements, we will keep
you informed about the whole process and
the exact location of your tree planting. all
trees are protected for decades.

what possibilities are there?
important is to make difference between making neutral
the whole company or the services/products offered.
digital footprint - a resource used by a company on
servers. for example, emails sent (one 1mb email
generates 20g co2 over a lifetime)
company's day-to-day activities - making the office
or production area carbon neutral considering the
cost of electricity, water, etc.
making the service/product offered by your
company climate-friendly
grow your company's forest in cooperation with us,
which will ensure the habitat of animals and birds for
at least half a century.

how much does it cost?
we have several opportunities to work together:
you can pay the entire amount yourself
the customer pays through the services /products you offer
you can half the amount together with your customer
we will bill you once a month for the trees donated last
month. the price is 1 € + km per tree. we point out that
we do not intermediate or resell trees. No fixed service
fees apply

forest-positive product or
service in the e-shop
we have created an easy-to-integrate plug-ins for
different platforms.
just add the plug-in - fill in the gaps in the settings

*we are actively developing
additional plug-ins to support
the most popular platforms. for
custom solutions, we have an
easily integrable API.

-and leave all the other hustle for us. the client
side looks like this

↓

let's start!

working together, we find an opportunity for
every company, regardless of its field.
for example:
planting trees for the provision of a service (hourly,
daily or monthly - depending on the service)
donating a certain percentage to plant trees in one
period.
planting trees through a social media campaign.
calculated carbon creation compensating by planting
trees.
the possibilities are endless and to be honest, the specific
customization is even more interesting for us! we want to find the
best way to support the local forest for every business.

what you get for it?
make a major contribution to a green and healthy world.
certified license (1st quarter of 2022)
the opportunity to plant trees in your home country.
the good feeling that you gave the birds and animals a
home, and the security that is there for another 30 to 70
years. makeitneutral sign, visual material and project
knowaledge for the usage of your own communication and
marketing purposes.
Green company - when attracting investments or
quotation on a stock exchange, you are a valued company
for many investors.

We are creating texts and images for marketing

who are already forest-positive?

